A Guide to Empowering
Employees With Embedded
Fintech Products

How HR Tech Can
Drive Fintech
Innovation And
Financial
Empowerment
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A technological
revolution for HR
HR tech tools are emerging that make it possible to
boost engagement, track hours and performance,
deliver training, and ensure compliance with
organizational policies. Not only do these
innovative new tools improve the employee
experience, but they also make our workplaces
more e cient and productive.
For employees, this means greater nancial
However, there’s a missing piece. At the end of the

literacy, easier access to wages, more stability, and

day, people work to earn money. As such, HR tech

fewer nancial headaches. For employers, it means

providers who are able to engage with and

a clear value-add that boosts recruitment and

enhance employees’ nancial lives will reap the

retention, delivers a strong message of social

bene ts.

responsibility, and improves employee engagement
and performance.

From Ceridian, Gusto, and ADP revolutionizing
payroll for small and medium-sized businesses to

In this white paper, you’ll learn how HR tech

Stripe rewiring gig pay-outs, some of the biggest

platforms can integrate with leading ntech

players in the HR tech space have already begun

solutions to help workers — from salaried or hourly

incorporating embedded ntech tools that bring

employees to freelancers and gig workers — take

e ective banking, budgeting, and saving tools to

control of their nances. By giving workers more

previously underserved populations.

control over their money, HR teams can drive
success for everyone and unlock the full power of
their organization’s human capital.

Read on to find out how to implement this
powerful new approach in your organization.

Understand
the stakes

PART 1

Why should employers get involved in their workers’
nancial lives? The short answer is that many working
Americans are currently struggling to manage their
nances, even if they have secure and wellcompensated employment. As things stand, nearly twothirds of workers live paycheck to paycheck1, so
unexpected expenses can easily force them to pile on
credit-card debt — or worse, turn to payday lenders to
bridge the gap. Remarkably, up to 12 million Americans
take out payday loans each year, and three-quarters of
borrowers use payday lenders on a monthly basis2. With
predatory lending subject to fees equivalent to a 600%
annual interest rate3, even small loans frequently
balloon into thousands of dollars in debt.

Even workers who manage to steer clear of costly loans
can struggle to make ends meet from one month to the
next. If you know exactly what’s going to be in your next
paycheck, then you’re in the minority. According to
data from JPMorgan Chase, more than half of U.S.
workers currently see their income levels uctuate by
30% or more from one month to the next4. For those
aged 24 or younger, that proportion climbs to 70%. The
unpleasant truth is that income volatility is a reality for
almost three-quarters of workers in the bo om income
quintile.

1 https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/11/majority-of-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck-since-covid-hit.html
2 https://www.forbes.com/sites/advisor/2019/10/27/the-true-cost-of-payday-loans/?sh=2e1cfc5e6947
3 https://www.responsiblelending.org/research-publication/map-us-payday-interest-rates
4 https://www.jpmorganchase.com/institute/research/labor-markets/report-paychecks-paydays-and-the-onlineplatform-economy#ﬁnding-2
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Not knowing how much money you’ll have from one month to the next makes it
hard to budget for life’s necessities, let alone save for a rainy day. But the
people who need be er nancial information and services most are o en the
same people who nd it hardest to access the necessary nancial tools and
education. In modern America, lack of access to nancial information and
services isn’t just a symptom of the nancial disparities in our society — it’s also
a major driver of systemic inequality.

That’s an enormous injustice, but it doesn’t have to be this way. HR tech
providers and the enterprises that use their tools have an important
opportunity to help employees reclaim control of their nances by partnering
with ntech rms. By helping employers give workers access to the nancial
tools, services, and education they need, HR tech providers can enable
employers to create a more productive workforce with a more equitable and
engaging work environment, less stressors and distractions, and overall, a
be er work experience.
On to Part 2:
“Acknowledge the changing role of HR tech”

Acknowledge the
changing role of
HR tech
We already know that HR tech can make an enormous di erence in Americans’
working lives. Consider something as simple as time tracking: people might not
spend much time thinking about the tools they use to log their hours, but
everyone understands that it’s a vital part of their jobs. Almost two-thirds of
American workers track their hours, and 95% are happy to do it5. A er all,
clocking in and out is how hourly workers get paid for the work they do, and
time-tracking tools and a endance platforms are vital in streamlining that
process for employees.
In recent years however, innovation in the time-tracking and scheduling space
— one of the most exciting segments of HR tech — has chie y focused on
compliance. That’s no longer enough: to di erentiate themselves from
competitors, time-tracking companies need to aim higher, and start creating
additional value for end-users. New ntech breakthroughs make it possible for
time-tracking solutions to bring much-needed nancial services to hard-toreach hourly workers. Providers that make the most of these technologies have
an opportunity to add value for users, tackle major social issues, and position
themselves for success.
5 https://quickbooks.intuit.com/time-tracking/resources/time-attendance-stats/
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PART 2

Consider one of the most pressing issues facing
hourly employees: the ability to instantly access their
hard-earned cash when they need it most. Timetracking companies, along with other HR tech
companies that partner with time-tracking
companies, already have the data they need to
facilitate instant access to earnings for employees.
That’s a huge value-add for both employees and
employers. In fact, our research shows that giving
workers instant access to their earnings can reduce
turnover by up to 40%6. Since hourly workers have
tremendous mobility, reducing churn is a big deal for
employers, and time-tracking companies that can
facilitate this will be be er positioned to succeed.
On-demand pay access is just one step in this
journey. Many HR tech providers are now seeing the
value in bringing new tools to nancially underserved
populations7. Ceridian’s Dayforce Wallet8 and Gusto’s
Wallet9, both of which are marking a change in the
role of HR a er launching in 2020, are making it
easier for workers to instantly access the money
they’ve earned, manage their expenditures, meet
savings goals, and avoid the debt trap.
Not all of these breakthroughs will be able to
piggyback o existing HR tech infrastructure. Still, the
success of on-demand pay solutions shows how much
the industry can achieve when it starts thinking about
core HR tech functions, such as time-tracking, as
more than simply the process of logging hours
worked. Using new technologies, it’s possible to
transform these functions into the foundation for a
nancial relationship that’s every bit as rich and
potentially empowering as the relationship with a
bank or credit card provider.
6 https://getclair.com/the-only-low-cost-ﬁx-to-employee-turnover-2/
7 https://ssir.org/articles/entry/ﬁntech_for_the_ﬁnancially_excluded
8 https://www.ceridian.com/products/dayforce/payroll/wallet
9 https://coverager.com/introducing-gusto-wallet/

On to Part 3:
“Fintech is for gig workers too”

Fintech is for gig
workers too

PART 3

Fintech solutions aren’t only important for salaried or
hourly employees. In fact, such tools and services can
be especially important for gig workers and freelancers
who struggle to make ends meet, fall back on high-cost
lending, or need new ways to manage income volatility.
Uber, for instance, has taken to o ering its drivers
instant access to their earnings in exchange for a 50cent disbursement fee . Even dog-walking platforms
10

are now providing on-demand pay as a perk for their
gig workers .
11

Certainly, there’s plenty of demand: Half of all Ly
drivers take advantage of the ride-share giant’s Express
Pay service , and many gig workers have stated that
12

they’d gladly change platforms in order to unlock
quicker access to their hard-earned cash. It’s easy to
see why: on-demand pay allows workers to cope more
easily with unexpected expenses and to quickly smooth
out income volatility. Whether it’s to pay a bill or make a
spur-of-the-moment purchase, on-demand pay
empowers gig workers to put in an extra shi and get
instant access to the money they’ve earned, with no
need to wait for payday or use loans or credit cards to
bridge the gap.

10 https://therideshareguy.com/uber-instant-pay-for-drivers-heres-how-it-works/
11 https://www.pymnts.com/disbursements/2021/wag-recruits-pet-friendly-freelancers-with-instantpayouts/
12 https://www.vox.com/2016/9/15/12927472/lyft-express-pay-500-million-cash-out-drivers
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On-demand pay is just the beginning. To help
workers take control of their nances, gig

By empowering workers to take control of their
nancial lives, such approaches can also reduce

employers have the opportunity to o er a full suite

churn, foster loyalty, and help companies retain the

of nancial add-ons, including smart savings

talented, motivated freelance workforce they need.

accounts and budgeting tools that can enable
workers to break out of nancial instability and

Gig work can thus serve as an on-ramp to nancial

build toward a be er future. Gig employers are

empowerment — a game-changer for people who

nding smarter ways to leverage HR tech

might never have previously had a bank account or

infrastructure and employee data — such as hours

access to nancial advice. By making gig work

worked and money earned — in conjunction with

more nancially inclusive, these technologies help

new ntech innovations to deliver quicker, smarter,

remove a major source of inequity in our society by

and easier access to earnings.

helping employers take be er care of their workers,
regardless of whether they’re o cially classi ed as

For a historically underserved section of the

employees.

economy, such innovations are signi cant.
Employers can now use HR tech to provide workers
with be er access to core nancial services such
as bank accounts, debit and credit cards, savings
accounts, and nancial planning tools.

On to Part 4:
“How to implement embedded fintech solutions”

How to implement
embedded fintech
solutions
The ntech world is evolving, and it is now able to deliver tools and services
that didn’t exist a decade ago. It’s time to start incorporating these innovations
into time-tracking solutions so that instead of simply using them to track the
number of hours an employee works, we use time-tracking tools and other HR
infrastructure to deliver an expanded range of nancial services that
employees want and need.
So how can HR tech providers deliver the ntech innovations that users need?
First, providers need to understand who their users are.

Q

What nancial services do
employees already use?

Q

Are they hourly workers who already
have access to basic nancial
services, but might be interested in

Q

Are they unbanked or underserved

more sophisticated o erings to help

workers who might bene t from

them save for the future, repay debts

easier access to their cash?

and make smarter investments?
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Conducting surveys and reading market research
can help time-tracking providers thread this needle.
It’s also worth looking at the services that a providers’
own employees use, and asking how customers’
employees could bene t from access to similar tools.
Remember, there’s nothing qualitatively di erent
about your own employees and those of your
customers: everyone has the same needs for nancial
stability and core nancial services.
One common mistake HR tech providers make is
treating ntech as a mere add-on, rather than an
integrated part of their o ering. The goal shouldn’t
merely be to advertise nancial services, but rather to
weave ntech through your product to deliver a more
powerful and empowering o ering for end-users.

To join these dots and implement a ntech solution
e ectively, it’s important to nd a ntech partner who
truly understands the HRTech space. By working with
the right ntech team, you’ll be able to deliver value
that’s tailored to your end-users and their speci c
needs.

On to Conclusion

debit

An All Around Benefit
The rise of ntech represents a major opportunity for both HR tech providers and
the organizations they serve. Employers that seize this opportunity will nd it easier
to recruit and retain talent, while simultaneously burnishing their brand by tackling
a major social injustice. HR tech providers that approach this opportunity with
boldness and creativity will deliver value for employers and employees alike,
helping them to stand out in the crowded enterprise so ware marketplace.
At Clair, we’re working to seamlessly integrate ntech tools, such as on-demand
pay, into employers’ HR infrastructure. We believe that nancial inclusion is no
longer optional but necessary, and we’re commi ed to working with businesses to
implement new technologies and ntech breakthroughs at all levels of their
organization. When HR tech and ntech come together, everyone bene ts.

Get in touch with Clair today to find out how
you can use new fintech breakthroughs to
take your HR operations to the next level.

getclair.com
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